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P1. Abstract 
 
o In this report, a problem statement will be laid out and discussed. In the problem 
statement, we carefully examine the problem that we are faced with and come up 
with a number of goals.   Conceptual designs will be created and evaluated based 
a number of criterion.  We ranked each individual component and then combined 
them into four distinct concepts.  We then reanalyzed each concept and evaluated 
then.  We listed the advantages and disadvantages, and discussed feasibility.  
From this we picked the best concept and a runner-up to move to the next step in 
the design stage.  With this best concept we created detailed design.   We detailed 
each part that we picked out, weighed each advantage and disadvantage, and 
looked at possible alternatives to see if they would offer us any benefit.  The 
budget on this project is $600, and we should be able to meet this budget. 
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1. Detailed Conceptual Design 
1.1 Concept Summary 
 
Figure 1 - Sketch of concept 3 
Mechanical side: 
The third design will be staked to the ground. This provides a relatively cheap solution to 
the problem of vibrating components. This will either be done with a single spike out of 
the bottom of the unit, or it will have multiple spikes out to the side of the unit. The 
latter would offer more support by widening the base. The user will have to hammer in 
the stakes, but this should not be a big problem. The only concern here is safety, but this 
is minimal. The stakes will either be like a plastic tent stake, or a nonferrous metal stake 
so that it does not rust from moisture in the soil.  A sketch of this concept can be seen in 
Figure 5.  
This design will have a single nozzle that will be able to spin 360 degrees. It will be 
mounted at a 45 degrees angle to give the maximum range. The water flow rate will 
then be either increased or reduced by means of a ball valve to adjust for various target 
ranges. This gives us a limitation on distance because we can’t go with a powerful jet 
because it will damage the plants. We may choose a nozzle that that converges like a 
jet, but then spreads out to widen the spray, giving us a wider, somewhat softer spray. 
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This design will be plastic like concept two. This may be harder to attach stakes to, but 
the low cost of plastic compared to metal will allow us to spend more money on 
brackets for the stakes. A tube design will be used like concept two because it will be 
easy to find, and very durable. Plastic will also be easier to waterproof compared to 
metal. 
As mentioned earlier, this design will use a ball valve to adjust the flow, but as for flow 
measurement, a flow meter will be used. This is somewhat expensive, but the accuracy 
of knowing the flow rate is one of the biggest parts of this design. Without knowing it 
accurately, we will not be able to hit the intended targets with accuracy, thus making 
the idea of an autonomous sprinkler worthless. The flow meter will me mounted after 
the ball valve so that with adjusting the valve, we can always know what the flow is. 
Electrical side: 
Design 3 will be powered from 120VAC from the mains. This means that there will be a 
chord running from the unit to the power source, but this will not be a problem because 
there will already be a hose running to the unit. The chord will be detachable from the 
unit to make it easier to move around, and also replace if the chord gets damaged. 
This design will not have any wireless sensors. 
Like design 2, this design uses a PC for the programming aspect of the design.  
Instead of a ground water sensor, this design will have an infrared rain sensor. The 
sensor will be within the unit so that waterproofing will be easier, and it will look at a 
glass plate on top. This plate may need to be cleaned occasionally however, which may 
be a draw back. Due to the relative cheapness of the infrared sensor however (a couple 
of bucks) , it can be bought and not implemented if we find it problematic. 
1.2 Concept Discussion 
Some detailed drawings and a parts list is shown later in this section.  Figure 7 shows the 
drawing of our detailed design should look when the prototype in finished.  Here is a list of 
features and parts used in the mechanical system of our unit. 
• A tapered top is designed to let water easily run off the sides of the unit.   
o An un-tapered top would let water sit on the top, and eventually make its way 
inside the unit. 
• Bolts are being used instead of glue so changes can be made if need be.   
o Glue would make initial building of the unit easier, but would be much harder to 
change parts if something goes wrong. 
• Polyethylene is used for the sides and top due to its weather and impact toughness 
characteristics.   
• Brass fittings are used to prevent rust and corrosion.   
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o Steel would cheaper, but would deteriorate faster. 
• Plastic gears are used due to costing issues.   
o The gears are a spur-bevel hybrid gear.  Half the gear teeth length is a traditional 
spur gear, while the other half is a helical bevel gear.  This allows for parallel or 
perpendicular mounting options.   
o These gears are inexpensive and will work for our low-torque applications 
• A sealed bearing is used on the top of the unit to prevent water from getting into the 
unit.   
o An un-sealed bearing would be cheaper, but would allow water to get inside out 
unit. 
• An o-ring is also used on the top and bottom to seal the diameter of the unit.   
o This will provide a seal around the outside diameter of the unit. 
o A bonding agent could be used, but would not allow for disassembly. 
• Holes will be drilled in the bottom metal plate for stakes to go into.   
o This is safer than attaching stakes to the bottom of the unit 
o This protects the unit, as the user can pound in the stakes 
• Tygon (rubber) tubing is used to supply water from the water inlet to the water valve to 
facilitate the tight condition inside the unit.   
• 6-12 volt DC motors were selected with 400:1 gearboxes on them because they are 
perfect for our application and within our budget.  
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Figure 2 - As Assembled Drawing 
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1.3 Detailed Components 
 
1.3a – Power  
 
The voltage delivered by a common household outlet in the United States is 120V 
alternating current at 60Hz. This means that if we can harness this to power our unit 
then any household in the United States hooked up to mains power would be able to 
use our product. 
 
• Feasibility - 120VAC is the power source that would be the easiest on the consumer, 
since every household in the US has 120VAC wall outlets. This means that there 
would be almost no concern over the power source for the user of the product, just 
plug it in. This will require an extension cord, but since the unit will need a garden 
hose for water, we didn’t feel this would be much of an issue to the user. This would 
require rectifier circuits in the unit itself, but completely does away with the need 
for batteries, making it completely self-sufficient. Also, having no batteries means 
the user should never need to service the power supply of the unit, and there will be 
no waste to dispose of. 
 
• Potential problems – If something were to happen to the power cord the unit would 
be effectively dead until it was replaced. This could be solved by making the power 
cord modular and just have it plug into the unit. That way in the event of a problem, 
it can simply be disconnected and replaced. Also, this will require the unit to have 
rectifier circuits built in, along with voltage regulators. Any problems will these will 
not be user-serviceable. 
 
 
1.3b – Sensors    
 
No Sensors means that we would not have the unit be able to locate the plants on its 
own, but it would require the user to tell it their locations in advance. This adds a little 
bit of setup time to the unit, but if programmed correctly should allow the unit to 
operate by itself with no more intervention required. 
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• Feasibility - This would be the cheapest solution, and the easiest to implement. It 
requires the user to input the locations of plants to be sprayed, but once 
programmed, the unit should remain self-sufficient. We feel that with the unit 
having to survive outdoors, this is the best solution. 
 
• Potential problems – The only possibility here is that the user either doesn’t 
program the unit, or programs it incorrectly and ends up watering their neighbor’s 
basement. 
1.3c – Controls  
 
This means that the user would install a program (provided) on their home computer 
and use it to define the operational parameters of the unit, like plant locations and run 
times. The information would then be downloaded to the unit via a USB cable. The unit 
would then retain this information and no other programming would be necessary 
unless the parameters change. 
 
• Feasibility – The program is going to be written in Visual Basic, and it’s going to 
provide a clear, concise graphical interface to the user. This means that as long as 
the user inputs the correct distances and angles to the program, it will work as 
intended. This relies on the user to possess a PC however, and requires them to also 
be able to determine the angles and distances from the mounting position of the 
unit to all of their plants. 
 
• Potential problems – If the user inputs parameters incorrectly, then the unit will not 
function as intended. Also, if the user doesn’t own a PC, or the PC doesn’t have USB, 
then the unit will not be able to be programmed. Thanks to the prevalence of home 
PCs and the relative popularity of the USB interface, we don’t view this as being a 
major problem, however. 
 
 
 
 
1.3d – Infrared Rain Sensor 
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This sensor would use an emitter and a transceiver to measure the amount of light 
reflected back to the sensor by a small glass window in the unit. If the window is dry, 
most of the light will be reflected back to the sensor, but if there are water droplets on 
the window, then the light will be scattered and less will be reflected back. This could be 
used to determine whether or not it’s raining, and make a decision on whether or not to 
turn the unit on. 
 
• Feasibility – This sensor would be cheap to buy and fairly easy to implement, but it 
depends on the glass window being clean and clear. This means that falling leaves, 
dust, or debris might block the window for a period of time. This would effectively 
defeat the purpose of the sensor until the obstruction is removed. A decent amount 
of rainfall would potentially clean the window each time, but in between rainstorms 
the amount of dust accumulating on the window may disturb the readings. 
 
• Potential problems – If the window gets cracked somehow, it would need to be 
replaced or the sensor would never work correctly again. 
 
1.3e – Staked Base 
The first concept we discussed was staking the unit to the ground by using stakes that 
would be attached to the bottom of the unit.  This would provide a sturdy mounting for 
the sprayer. 
• Feasibility:  This concept shows great potential due to its low cost, and would 
help the unit remain accurate over time. 
• Potential Problems:  A drawback of this concept is the safety during initial setup 
(although this is minor).  The other possible drawback is that if the stakes happen 
to break off for some reason, the unit may no longer be watertight. 
1.3f – Adjustable Water Stream 
 
This nozzle would use a wide spray for up close targets and a jet-like water stream for 
the further targets.  An additional motor would control the nozzle, or possibly an all-in-
one unit could be purchased. 
• Feasibility:  This concept would be very feasible in terms of accuracy and range.  
Additional software and motor interfacing would be required to make this work. 
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• Potential Problems:  Cost is largest problem with this nozzle.  The interfacing 
could be a problem, and the extra weight of the nozzle/motor combination could 
prove a burden on the motor rotating the nozzle. 
1.3g – Single Nozzle   
 
This is similar to the double nozzle except there is only one nozzle.  This nozzle would 
need to shoot the stream far enough to have a good range, but also be able to shower 
the closer plants without damaging them.   
• Feasibility:   This nozzle is the most cost effective nozzle solution, and still should 
provide a large enough range to appease our problem statement.  Both 
hardware and software should fall within our price range. 
• Potential Problems:  We could run into a problem with finding a nozzle that can 
do what we need it to.  Some testing and research will need to be done. 
1.3h – Plastic Housing  
 
 A plastic housing would reduce the weight of the unit, and possibly withstand the 
weather better.  The chosen plastic would have to be UV resistant so the constant 
exposure to the elements would not destroy it over time.   
• Feasibility:  Plastic is a very commonly used building material when dealing with 
wet climates and weather.   It is often used where common metal s would rust or 
corrode. 
• Potential Problems:  With plastic there is the potential for cracking a breaking, so 
we would need to choose a fairly thick plastic.  Also, as mentioned, we would 
need to pick a weather resistant plastic.  
1.3i – Ball Valve & Flow Meter   
This is similar to the previous concept, except the valve and the meter are separated.  
This configuration proves to be cheaper, and should work just as well.   
• Feasibility:  This is a good choice for our unit because it is cheaper, and although 
it may take up more space, it should still work. 
• Potential Problems:  Making room for two separate devices could be an issue. 
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1.4 Detailed Drawings 
 
Figure 3 - Exploded View 
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Figure 4 - Motor 1 Close-up 
 
 
Figure 5 - Motor 2 Close-up 
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Figure 6 - Detailed Part Drawing 
 
 
Figure 7 - Detailed Part Drawing 
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Figure 8 - Detailed Part Drawing 
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Figure 9 - Detailed Part Drawing 
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Figure 10 - Detailed Part Drawing 
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Figure 11 - Detailed Part Drawing 
 
 
Figure 12 - Detailed Part Drawing 
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Figure 13 - Detailed Part Drawing 
 
 
Figure 14 - Detailed Part Drawing 
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Figure 15 - Detailed Part Drawing 
 
 
Figure 16 - Detailed Part Drawing 
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Figure 17 - Detailed Part Drawing 
 
 
Figure 18 - Detailed Part Drawing 
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Figure 19 - Detailed Part Drawing 
 
 
Figure 20 - Detailed Part Drawing 
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1.5 Block Diagram – Electronic Schematic 
 
Figure 21 -  System Block Diagram 
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Figure 22 - Pinout Diagram 
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1.6 Block Diagram – Software  
 
Figure 23 - Software Block Diagram 
1.7 Graphical User Interface 
 The user clicks the “yard area” on the left side of the GUI in the location where a plant 
should be. This places a radio button at the location and adds a plant to the current 
configuration. The fields of the GUI will update to reflect the new addition, showing its angle 
and distance, and allow the user to name that plant. If the user edits a field, like the location or 
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name, there is a button that updates the yard display to reflect those changes. There are also 
buttons that allow the user to move the plant by dragging, or remove the plant entirely. 
 On the lower portion of the right side of the GUI is a drop down menu that allows the 
user to dictate when the unit should run. Then below that are buttons that allow the user to 
save their current configuration and download the configuration to the unit. 
 When the user clicks on the download button, the GUI launches another program that 
takes the user’s inputs and sends them to the unit via the serial bus. 
 
Figure 24 - Graphical User Interface 
1.8 Detailed Electrical Part Descriptions 
 In this section we will break down the electrical part of the project and explain part-by-
part what each component does. 
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1.8a PIC24 Microcontroller 
 This is the component central to the electrical design. It is a 16-bit microcontroller 
running at a nominal frequency of 7.37MHz with 128kB of flash program memory and 8kB of 
data SRAM. It is manufactured by Microchip (part number PIC24HJ128GP202) and it operates at 
an input voltage range of 3.0-3.6V DC in a temperature range of -40 C to 85 C. Our 28-pin 
microcontroller includes 16 remappable I/O pins and 5 16-bit timers, 4 of which are 
remappable. It also features ten 10-bit or 12-bit A/D converter channels for analog-to-digital 
conversion. 
This will allow us the flexibility to write a fully-featured program, download it to the 
microcontroller’s internal memory, and use the microcontroller to coordinate the various other 
components of the system. 
 
Figure 25 - PIC24HJ128GP202 Pin Assignments 
 
1.8b 12V DC Power Supply 
 We have selected a regulated 15W power supply that takes 115V or 230 V AC as input 
and outputs 12V DC from TDK-Lambda (part number KPSA-15). It is PC board mountable which 
will aid in assembly of the system. It is UL-approved, requires no ground connection and no 
external parts. 
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Figure 26 - KPSA-15 12V DC Power Supply Diagram 
   
1.8c 3.3V DC Regulator 
 This component, made by Microchip (part number MCP1703-3302E), takes up to 16V DC 
input and outputs 3.3V DC at up to 250mA. This will allow us to regulate our 12V DC power 
supply voltage down to a level that the microcontroller and other components can handle. 
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Figure 27 - MCP1703 3.3V DC Voltage Regulator 
 
1.8d 1.8V DC Regulator 
 This component, made by Microchip (part number MCP1703-1802E), takes up to 16V DC 
input and outputs 1.8V DC at up to 200mA. This further regulation is necessary for the infrared 
emitter. 
1.8e 32.768 kHz Oscillator 
 The oscillator, sourced from Epson-Toyocom (part number SC-3030JC), takes 1.5 to 5.5V 
DC operating voltage and oscillates at 32.768 kHz. This oscillator will be hooked to pins SOSCI 
and SOSCO of the microcontroller, to be used as a time counter for the real-time clock. 
 
Figure 28 - SC-3030JC oscillator schematic 
 
1.8f Angular Rotary Encoder 
 To keep track of the rotation of our motors, we have chosen to use angular encoders 
made by Grayhill (series 25L). These encoders are mechanical in nature and have quadrature 
ouput, with the output changing every 10 degrees. These encoders will be geared down relative 
to the motor shafts they will be measuring to give better resolution. 
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Figure 29 - Quadrature output table for Grayhill Series 25L encoder. 
 
1.8g Flow Rate Sensor 
 To monitor the flow rate of water leaving our sprinkler, we have chosen the Gems 
Sensors FT-110 flow rate sensor. It utilizes the Hall effect and a turbine to monitor flow rates of 
between 0.53 and 7.9 gallons per minute with an accuracy of ±3%. It accepts 5V to 24V DC 
input and outputs 3800 pulses per gallon, at a rate of 33-500 Hz. We can then use this data to 
correct and monitor the flow rate of the sprinkler to maintain correct operation. 
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Figure 30 - Wiring diagram for Gems Sensors FT-110 flow rate sensor 
 
1.8h H-Bridge Motor Driver Chip 
 To drive our motors, we have selected the Texas Instruments SN754410 Quadruple Half-
H driver. This chip can accept 4.5V to 36V and use it to drive a motor in either half-H or full-H 
configuration at up to 1 amp. It also has no glitch during power up or power down, meaning the 
motor shouldn’t jerk when power is applied or taken away. 
 
Figure 31 - Schematics of Texas Instrument SN754410 Quad Half-H driver. 
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1.8i RS-232 Serial Communication Chip 
 To allow the PIC24 microcontroller to communicate with the user’s PC over a serial 
connection, we need a MAX233 RS-232 chip from Maxim-IC. This chip consists of four parts: 
dual-charge-pump DC-DC converters to ramp the input voltage up to ±10V, RS-232 drivers, RS-
232 receivers, and receiver and transmitter enable control inputs. This chip will act as an 
interface between the serial bus of the user’s PC and the PIC24, making sure the data from the 
PIC24 gets sent to the PC in a form compatible with the RS-232 serial specification, specifically 
guaranteed minimum 5V driver output under worst-case conditions. 
 
Figure 32 - Diagram and schematic of MAX233 RS-232 chip. 
 
1.8j Schottky Diode 
 In the design of the PIC24 power circuit, we needed a Schottky diode on the MCLR’ pin. 
We chose the 1N5821 from STMicroelectronics. The diode is used to make sure we can connect 
power to the PIC24 without distorting the programming signals. We could use either a 470 Ω 
resistor or a Schottky diode for this purpose. 
1.8k Rain sensing unit 
 The rain sensing unit consists of two components, an infrared emitter and an infrared 
phototransistor. For the rain sensor to work correctly the components must lay at a 45 ⁰ from a 
clear surface, in this case plastic. The components sit at 90⁰ from each other so that a beam 
leaving the emitter will bounce off of the surface and contact the phototransistor. If there 
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happened to be a droplet at the point of surface contact the beam will be dissipated and we 
will see a lower value from the phototransistor. 
 
Figure 33 - Demonstration of the rain sensing unit operation. 
 
1.8k-1 Infrared emitter 
 The infrared emitter we decided to use is manufactured by Vishay, model TSFF5210. We 
chose this emitter because it emits a high-intensity, concentrated beam with a half intensity 
angle of only ±10⁰. The emitter takes an input voltage of up to 1.8V, so we will be using 1.8V 
regulator connected to pin 9 of the PIC24. 
 
Figure 34 - TSFF5210 Infrared Emitter. 
 
1.8k-2 Infrared phototransistor 
 The infrared transistor we chose is QSC112 by Fairchild Semiconductor. It has a very 
small angular response giving an accurate reading while filtering out external light. 
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Figure 35 - QSC112 Infrared Phototransistor Schematic and Angular Response Curve. 
 
2. Prototyping 
2.1 Building Process 
 Adam and John machined and assembled the mechanical side of the sprinkler.  Many of 
the components are plastic or aluminum which makes machining easier than steel.  The 
drawings created last semester were utilized in the creation of the sprinkler.   
Nick constructed the circuit board by using Perfboard with copper solder pads. The 
components were mounted through-hole and then soldered directly to the board. The 
connections were made three different ways throughout the different evolutions of the board: 
first with jumper wires, then with sticky-backed copper foil and solder, and finally drawn with a 
conductive ink pen. This made for a clean, easily-modifiable board. The first part of the board 
that was constructed each time was the voltage regulation circuit that took the 12V input from 
the power supply and converted it to 3.3V for the microcontroller and motor driver circuitry. 
Once this was assembled and tested, then the traces were made so that when the components 
were placed in the board and soldered, the connections would already be made. This also made 
the traces easier to draw since the components were not in the way. Once the traces were in 
place, the microcontroller was placed in the circuit and soldered carefully in place, making sure 
not to overheat any part of the circuit. Once the PIC was in place, then the H-bridge motor 
driver chip was installed. Once the chips were in place, any wires that needed run between 
points on the board, or from the board to the rest of the system were soldered in place. 
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Figure 36: The completed circuit, top view, showing the components and wires 
 
Ryan coded the real-time operating system that would be running on the PIC24 
microcontroller. This was done using the C programming language in MPLAB software. The real-
time operating system being modified is μC/OS II, developed by Micrium. A port for the PIC24 
microcontroller was downloaded from the Micrium website. The software was flashed to the 
microcontroller by use of the PICkit2 programmer. At certain points the software was working, 
however, inconsistencies because of the board manufacturing process inhibited the software 
from working for very long. This made testing the code nearly impossible. The code from the 
main file, app.c can be seen in the Appendix. 
 The board and code was tested as it was developed to ensure modifications did not 
impact performance. During the soldering process, each trace was tested for conductivity, both 
with the components it was supposed to connect and any surrounding components. This 
assured us that the board didn’t have any shorts in the wiring. 
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2.2 Prototyping Difficulties 
 Some difficulties encountered while making the sprinkler include inconsistent part 
specification.  The polyethylene housing is not exactly round, but more of an oval shape.  This 
was not hard to overcome as we are using an o-ring seal to waterproof the sprinkler.  The valve 
we used was larger than expected as well.  This was remedied by a simple modification to the 
motor bracing.   
 The first problem we had on the electrical side was with the PIC programming software. 
After much troubleshooting, we realized finally the firmware was out of date. The particular 
microcontroller we had chosen was not supported. A quick download from the Microchip 
website allowed us to read from and write to our microcontroller. This troubleshooting led to 
the electrical changes seen in section 2.3. 
 We went through three different iterations of the board. One was created using wire to 
bridge connections. Due to inconsistencies in ability to connect to the programmer, the board 
was remade. The next board used copper leafing paper to bridge the connections. This was a 
step in the right direction, however somehow in the process of troubleshooting software, the 
PIC operation became unstable. The pin controlling the motor that spins the nozzle was 
permanently left on. After some investigation, we decided to construct a third iteration using a 
conductive pen and a new PIC. Using the pen, the connections could be made quickly and 
cleanly. 
 While testing the unit, two pins on the power supply became shorted. This sent a surge 
through our circuit which blew the safety fuse we had, but not before it hit the 3.3v regulator 
microcontroller, and H-bridge IC. After replacing the fuse, the supply still output a steady 12v, 
however the regulator output only 0.4v. The 3.3v rail was shorted with ground internal to the 
microcontroller. 
2.3 Modifications to Initial Design 
 The only mechanical modifications made to the initial design were those to 
accommodate the inconsistent parts we received as described above in section 2.2.   
 There were very little modifications to the board design. Two 1µF capacitors were 
attached to the input and output of the 3.3v regulator. These capacitors are used to stabilize 
operation of this regulator since the 12v supply comes from a separate unit. The amount of 
capacitance required depends on the proximity of the supply capacitors to the regulator. We 
also added a low-ESR 10µF capacitor between the Vcap pin and ground. These two changes 
came through our attempts to connect to the PIC via the programming unit. 
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 The rain sensing unit was scrapped after testing was done on the output of the infrared 
detector. The output varied so much depending on outside lighting that we could not possibly 
gather accurate data as to amount of rain. This data can be seen in section 3.3c. 
3. Testing 
3.2 Testing Procedures 
3.2a Nozzle Rotation 
To ensure that the nozzle is rotating to the correct angle over the life of the unit, testing 
will need to be performed. A testing program will be written rotate the nozzle 10 times (3600 
degrees). Then the nozzle should be in the same position that it started in. Rotating 10 times will 
ensure that encoder is giving correct measurements over a large range. 
 
3.2b Valve Position/Spray Distance 
An equation will be found relating valve position to spray distance. This equation will be 
tested by setting 4 targets at various distance (1 ft., 5 ft., 10 ft., and 15 ft. ) away from the unit 
and then downloading their locations into the sprinkler. The stream should come within a one 
foot radius of the target to be considered a success. The targets will each be hit 3 times within the 
same run to ensure the encoder controlling valve position is giving accurate measurements over a 
large range. 
 
3.2c Rain Sensor Testing 
Objective: 
  
The objective of this test is to gauge the sensitivity and reliability of the rain sensing unit 
of the iSprinkler under common outdoor conditions. 
  
Equipment: 
  
  Rain sensing unit 
• Emitter and transistor at 90° to clear surface 
• Sealed and waterproof housing 
 Main iSprinkler motherboard 
 Oscilloscope 
 Bright desk lamp 
 Spray bottle of water 
 Water dropper 
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 Container of dirt, grass, mulch, and leaves 
  
Theory: 
  
When sensing rain under common outdoor conditions.  The results seen at the rain 
sensing unit may differ from ideal. This test will be used to find the sensitivity at which 
we can sense rain under certain conditions.  We will be testing average, bright, and dark 
lighting conditions, a variety of spray types, and the effect of other natural elements. 
  
Procedure: 
           
The rain sensing unit will be interfaced with the microcontroller on the main 
motherboard, pin 9 to the transistor and pin 26 to the emitter.  Pin 26 will be thrown to 
high and the value seen at pin 9 is recorded.  The oscilloscope is used to record both 
voltage and current from the transistor.  The following is the table of parameters being 
tested. 
  
Intrusion/Lighting Average Bright Dark 
Light Mist       
Heavy Mist       
Droplet       
Dirt       
Grass       
Leaf       
Mulch       
   
3.2d Waterproof Testing 
To ensure the unit water proof, the exterior will be sprayed with a water hose to act like 
rain, and then dried off.  It will then be taken apart to see if any water is inside the unit.   
 
The piping will also be waterproof tested by running water through the unit with the 
bottom of the unit removed; this will make sure than any water that escaped the piping can be 
seen. 
3.2e Button Functionality 
To ensure that the all of the buttons are working correctly, they will all be tested. 
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3.4 Testing Results 
3.4a Nozzle Rotation 
 This testing was not completed. 
3.4b Valve Position/Spray Distance 
 This testing was not completed. 
3.4c Rain Sensor 
After applying 3.3V to the collector of the phototransistor, it quickly became apparent 
that the working range of values output from the phototransistor would not be sufficient to 
grant us any kind of useful resolution. This meant that only huge changes in the amount of light 
seen by the phototransistor would translate into a noticeable change in its voltage output. This 
severely restricted what we would be able to accomplish and the range of weather conditions 
we would be able to adjust for. The only way to make adjustments with this sensor would have 
required incredibly detailed and complex programming factoring in the time of day and keeping 
track of the amount of ambient light that was present. Following this discovery, the decision 
was made to forego the rain sensor entirely. 
3.4d Waterproof Testing 
 Shown by a video in our presentation, the first round of piping waterproof tests proved 
a failure.  So we determined where the leak originated and fixed the problem.  The next piping 
test was a success.  Also shown in the presentation was the rain simulation testing.  After that 
was finished we carefully removed the top, and made sure that no water had seeped in.  This 
test was also a success. 
3.5 Summary & Conclusions 
 
 The mechanical part of this project is completed, but the circuit needs to be rebuilt as 
outlined in earlier sections.  We feel that getting a professionally built printed circuit board will 
be very useful in the troubleshooting and operational methods.  Also, metal gears would be a 
good addition as the plastic gears are easily stripped out, and sometimes slip in the motor 
shaft.  
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 Appendix 
 A1: APP.C 
/* 
********************************************************************************************************* 
*                                               uC/OS-II 
*                                         The Real-Time Kernel 
* 
*                               (c) Copyright 2006, Micrium, Weston, FL 
*                                          All Rights Reserved 
* 
* 
*                                      Microchip Application Code 
* 
* File : APP.C 
* By   : Eric Shufo 
********************************************************************************************************* 
*/ 
 
#include <includes.h> 
 
 
/* 
********************************************************************************************************* 
*                                                CONSTANTS 
********************************************************************************************************* 
*/ 
 
 
 
/* 
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********************************************************************************************************* 
*                                                VARIABLES 
********************************************************************************************************* 
*/ 
 
OS_STK  AppSetupTaskStk[APP_TASK_SETUP_STK_SIZE]; 
CPU_INT08U swivelCount=0; 
 
 
/* 
********************************************************************************************************* 
*                                            FUNCTION PROTOTYPES 
********************************************************************************************************* 
*/ 
 
static  void  AppSetupTask(void *p_arg); 
 
#if (uC_PROBE_OS_PLUGIN > 0) || (uC_PROBE_COM_MODULE > 0) 
extern  void  AppProbeInit(void); 
#endif 
 
 
/* 
********************************************************************************************************* 
*                                                main() 
* 
* Description : This is the standard entry point for C code. 
* Arguments   : none 
********************************************************************************************************* 
*/ 
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CPU_INT16S  main (void) 
{ 
    CPU_INT08U  err; 
 
    BSP_IntDisAll();                                                    /* Disable all interrupts until we are ready to accept them */ 
 
    OSInit();                                                           /* Initialize "uC/OS-II, The Real-Time Kernel"              */ 
 
    OSTaskCreateExt(AppSetupTask, 
                    (void *)0, 
                    (OS_STK *)&AppSetupTaskStk[0], 
                    APP_TASK_SETUP_PRIO, 
                    APP_TASK_SETUP_PRIO, 
                    (OS_STK *)&AppSetupTaskStk[APP_TASK_SETUP_STK_SIZE-1], 
                    APP_TASK_SETUP_STK_SIZE, 
                    (void *)0, 
                    OS_TASK_OPT_STK_CHK | OS_TASK_OPT_STK_CLR); 
 
#if OS_TASK_NAME_SIZE > 11 
    OSTaskNameSet(APP_TASK_SETUP_PRIO, (CPU_INT08U *)"Setup Task", &err); 
#endif 
  
    OSStart();                                                          /* Start multitasking (i.e. give control to uC/OS-II)       */ 
 
 return (-1);                                                        /* Return an error - This line of code is unreachable       */ 
} 
 
 
/* 
********************************************************************************************************* 
*                                          STARTUP TASK 
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* 
* Description : This is an example of a startup task.  As mentioned in the book's text, you MUST 
*               initialize the ticker only once multitasking has started. 
* 
* Arguments   : p_arg   is the argument passed to 'AppStartTask()' by 'OSTaskCreate()'. 
* 
* Notes       : 1) The first line of code is used to prevent a compiler warning because 'p_arg' is not 
*                  used.  The compiler should not generate any code for this statement. 
*               2) Interrupts are enabled once the task start because the I-bit of the CCR register was 
*                  set to 0 by 'OSTaskCreate()'. 
********************************************************************************************************* 
*/ 
 
static  void  AppSetupTask (void *p_arg) 
{ 
   (void)p_arg; 
 
    BSP_Init();                                                         /* Initialize BSP functions                                 */ 
 
#if OS_TASK_STAT_EN > 0 
    OSStatInit();                                                       /* Determine CPU capacity                                   */ 
#endif 
 
#if (uC_PROBE_OS_PLUGIN > 0) || (uC_PROBE_COM_MODULE > 0) 
    AppProbeInit();                                                     /* Initialize uC/Probe modules                              */ 
#endif 
 
//    AppTaskCreate();                                                    /* Create additional user tasks                             */ 
 
 TRISB=0;         //Set all of Port B to output 
 PORTA=0; 
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 PORTB=0;         //Reset all of Port B 
 
 while (DEF_TRUE) {                                                  // Task body, always written as an infinite loop. 
  TRISAbits.TRISA0=1;       //RA0 = Nozzle Encoder A 
  TRISAbits.TRISA1=1;       //RA1 = Nozzle Encoder B 
  TRISBbits.TRISB7=1;       //RB7 = Shutdown Switch 
   
  CNEN1bits.CN2IE = 1;      // Enable RA0=CN2 pin for interrupt 
detection 
  CNEN1bits.CN3IE = 1;      // Enable RA1=CN3 pin for interrupt 
detection 
  IEC1bits.CNIE = 1;        // Enable CN interrupts 
  IFS1bits.CNIF = 0;        // Reset CN interrupt 
 
  PORTBbits.RB1=0;       //Turn on nozzle motor 
  PORTBbits.RB0=0;        
   
  TRISAbits.TRISA2=0; 
  PORTAbits.RA2=1; 
 } 
} 
 
void _ISR _CNInterrupt(void) 
{ 
 swivelCount++; 
 if(swivelCount==360){ 
  swivelCount=0; 
 } 
 if(swivelCount==10){ 
  PORTBbits.RB0=0; 
 } 
 IFS1bits.CNIF = 0; // Clear CN interrupt 
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} 
 
void __attribute__((interrupt, no_auto_psv)) _INT0Interrupt(void) 
{ 
 // If shutdown switch is flipped, close the valve and cease operation 
 if(PORTBbits.RB7==1){ 
  //Stop both motors 
  PORTBbits.RB0=0; 
  PORTBbits.RB1=0; 
  PORTBbits.RB13=0; 
  PORTBbits.RB14=0; 
   
  //Disable RA0, RA1 Interrupt Detection (that motor is not spinning) 
  CNEN1bits.CN2IE = 1;      // Enable RA0=CN2 pin for interrupt 
detection 
  CNEN1bits.CN3IE = 1;      // Enable RA1=CN3 pin for interrupt 
detection 
   
   
  //OSTimeDelayHMSM(0,0,1,0); 
  //PORTBbits.RB14=1; 
  //OSTimeDelayHMSM(0,0,11,0); 
  //PORTBbits.RB14=0; 
  OSTaskIdleHook(); // Put MCU in low-power mode 
 }  
 
        IFS0bits.INT0IF = 0;    //Clear the INT0 interrupt flag or else 
                                //the CPU will keep vectoring back to the ISR 
} 
 
/* 
********************************************************************************************************* 
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*                              CREATE ADDITIONAL APPLICATION TASKS 
********************************************************************************************************* 
*/ 
 
static  void  AppTaskCreate (void) 
{ 
    CPU_INT08U  err; 
/* 
    OSTaskCreateExt(AppKeypadAcceptTask, 
                    (void *)0, 
                    (OS_STK *)&AppKeypadAcceptTaskStk[0], 
                    APP_TASK_KEY_ACCEPT_PRIO, 
                    APP_TASK_KEY_ACCEPT_PRIO, 
                    (OS_STK *)&AppKeypadAcceptTaskStk[APP_TASK_KEY_ACCEPT_STK_SIZE-1], 
                    APP_TASK_KEY_ACCEPT_STK_SIZE, 
                    (void *)0, 
                    OS_TASK_OPT_STK_CHK | OS_TASK_OPT_STK_CLR); 
 
    OSTaskCreateExt(AppKeypadStringTask, 
                    (void *)0, 
                    (OS_STK *)&AppKeypadStringTaskStk[0], 
                    APP_TASK_KEY_STRING_PRIO, 
                    APP_TASK_KEY_STRING_PRIO, 
                    (OS_STK *)&AppKeypadStringTaskStk[APP_TASK_KEY_STRING_STK_SIZE-1], 
                    APP_TASK_KEY_STRING_STK_SIZE, 
                    (void *)0, 
                    OS_TASK_OPT_STK_CHK | OS_TASK_OPT_STK_CLR); 
 
    OSTaskCreateExt(AppPWMTask, 
                    (void *)0, 
                    (OS_STK *)&AppPWMTaskStk[0], 
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                    APP_TASK_PWM_PRIO, 
                    APP_TASK_PWM_PRIO, 
                    (OS_STK *)&AppPWMTaskStk[APP_TASK_PWM_STK_SIZE-1], 
                    APP_TASK_PWM_STK_SIZE, 
                    (void *)0, 
                    OS_TASK_OPT_STK_CHK | OS_TASK_OPT_STK_CLR); 
 
#if OS_TASK_NAME_SIZE > 11 
    OSTaskNameSet(APP_TASK_KEY_STRING_PRIO, (CPU_INT08U *)"Key String Task", &err); 
    OSTaskNameSet(APP_TASK_KEY_ACCEPT_PRIO, (CPU_INT08U *)"Key Accept Task", &err); 
    OSTaskNameSet(APP_TASK_PWM_PRIO, (CPU_INT08U *)"PWM Task", &err); 
#endif 
*/ 
} 
 
 
 
 
 
 
